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True Heroes
A Tribute to School
Professionals

GENYOUth is providing grants of
up to $3,000 per school to supply
much-needed resources for meal
distribution and delivery efforts
during COVID-19. This equipment will
help ensure our children continue to
receive the nutritious meals they need.

Click or scan the QR code for
details and to apply or go to
https://bit.ly/3bReA6p

Your dedication to the welfare, health, and
education of our children, is appreciated more
than you know.
Principals, teachers, school nurses, safety plan
administrators, foodservice pros, associations,
and more, all come to together with the same
passion and purpose.
With the COVID-19 school closings,
teachers continued to educate through
online resources. School foodservice
professionals worked hard to prepare and
deliver healthy meals to children in need, so
that no child would go hungry. Millions of
meals were provided to communities
throughout the
United States.

Ventless
Convection
Oven
Winner of the

I think it’s safe to
say that we speak
for everyone
when we say with
complete sincerity,

Learn School Food Tips & Tricks at
www.blodgett.com/cooking4kidz

Thank you
for all that
you do!

“When a school cafeteria delivers food that
is healthy and safe, it helps students achieve
greater success in the classroom. Ingredients
are certainly important, but so is the cooking
process.” —Blodgett
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CAMPUS
DELIVERY
MADE EASY
New Cam GoBoxes® make serving hot or cold
foods anywhere around campus a breeze!
•
•
•
•

Amazingly Lightweight
Unbelievably Strong
Budget Friendly
Maintains temps. for 4+ hours

www.cambro.com

School District Utilizes Cam GoBoxes for Meal
Service During the Coronavirus Pandemic

ALL NEW

BREAKFAST/FOOD CART

When Sylacauga City Schools in Alabama were closed until
further notice due to the coronavirus pandemic, foodservice
operators scrambled to create a plan to continue serving meals
to students who need them.

By

Kelley Wassermann, Director of Child Nutrition, Wellness and
Communications at the district, and her team created an action
plan that included using 40 Cam GoBoxes to help hold meals at
safe temperatures during transport. They originally purchased
their Cam GoBoxes with grant money for their Breakfast in the
Classroom and Fresh Food and Vegetable Programs at their
elementary schools.

Model:

CPU-MC-52
INCLUDES
REMOVABLE MAGNET!
(Shown)
Our graphics department will
help you promote everything
from healthy eating to school
spirit to special events.

Operating out of a central kitchen, Wassermann brought all of
their Cam GoBoxes, Camchillers and Camdollies to be packed
and distributed to three curbside Grab n’ Go locations and a
bus delivery system. Each day, employees come to the central
kitchen, pick up their GoBoxes and bring them to their respective locations.
They also take a school bus through their highest need area
and the bus stops at every bus stop. Teachers then distribute
meals to every child that comes up to the bus.

STAINLESS STEEL
SHELF
www.advancetabco.com
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FIXED
OVER-SHELVES

BUILT-IN
INSULATED ICE BIN

800.645.3166 | customer@advancetabco.com

Food Safety
Tips and Guidelines

www.cooper-atkins.com

KwikSwitch
Folding Thermocouple
Kit 94100

CLEANING AND SANITIZING
Hands
Wet hands with clean running water and apply soap. Rub
hands together to make a lather and scrub all parts of the
hand for 20 seconds. Rinse hands thoroughly and dry using
a clean paper towel.

• Reduced-tip (1 second
response )
• IPX7 Waterproof rated.
• Automatic shut-off after
10 minutes
• Large LCD screen and a
backlit display
• Total System Accuracy
±1°F (±0.5°C)

Equipment and Appliances
Surfaces should be washed with hot, soapy water and
sanitized. Clean the inside and the outside of appliances.
Pay particular attention to buttons and handles where
cross-contamination to hands can occur. Be sure to regularly
test gaskets and seals.
This includes ovens, cooktops, grills, salamanders, deep
fryers, ventilation systems, ice machines, coffee makers,
steamers, meat slicers, pressure cookers, rice cookers, and
any other piece of equipment that comes in direct contact
with food or drink.

When You Need Versatility AND Speed!

Providing Custom Solutions For Your Business!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

33 Reeds Gap Road, Middlefield, CT 06455 USA
860-347-2256 • www.cooper-atkins.com

Sanitary cutlery solutions for all
foodservice operations
Sani-Safe

Observe safety, turn off and unplug before cleaning
Disassemble
Wash
Rinse
Sanitize (immerse, wipe or spray)
Air dry
Reassemble
Re-sanitize surfaces handled

Refrigerators and freezers should be cleaned out and wiped
down to prevent cross-contamination and expired food
needs to be discarded safely. Don’t forget to clean the dust
and grease out of the compressor and fan.

• Textured, slip-resistant, easy-to-clean polypropylene handle
• Impervious blade-to-handle seal provides utmost in sanitary performance
• Trademarked handle design and surface ornamentation
• Protective nger guard
• NSF Certied
TM
• DEXSTEEL

While you are cleaning your equipment, it is important to
remember to lubricate the motors and moving parts of
appliances with food-grade lubrication. Regular lubrication
is not sanitary for machines that handle the processing or
preparation of foods, so food-grade lubricant is essential
for ensuring your machines are both sanitary and well
maintained.

Rinse Produce
Rinse fresh vegetables and fruits under running water again
before eating, cutting, or cooking. Even if you plan to peel
or cut the produce before eating, it is important to thoroughly rinse it first to prevent microbes from transferring
from the outside to the inside of the produce.

PREP — AVOID CROSS-CONTAMINATION
Always use a clean cutting board for fresh produce and a
separate one for raw seafood, meat, and poultry. Never
place cooked food back on the same plate or cutting board
that previously held raw food.
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C5 4 Series

COOK & CHILL

with Insulation Armour™ Plus

Use a food thermometer to be sure your food is safe. When
you think your food is done, place the food thermometer
in the thickest part of the food, making sure not to touch
bone, fat, or gristle
Food

Type

Internal Temp.

Ground meat and

Beef, pork, veal, lamb

160°F

mixtures

Turkey, chicken		

165°F

Fresh beef, veal, lamb

Steaks, roasts, chops

145°F

Poultry

(breasts, whole bird,
legs, thighs, wings,
ground poultry, giblets,
and stuffing)

165°F

Pork and ham

Fresh pork, including
fresh ham

145°F

Egg dishes

(such as frittata, quiche)

160°F

4x
the
value.

Hold cold foods at 40°F or below. Keep hot foods at 140°F or
above. Foods are no longer safe to eat when they have been
in the danger zone between 40-140°F for more than
2 hours (1 hour if the temperature was above 90°F).

www.metro.com

DELIVERY AND PICK-UP

1-800-992-1776

Temperature Control
Keep hot and cold food separated when prepared for
delivery or pick-up so that it stays out of the temperature
danger zone, between 40°F and 135°F.
Maintain cold food at 40°F or below. Maintain hot food at
135°F or above. Always use a thermometer to check food
temperatures!
Use hot holding equipment, or insulated containers when
holding food in staging areas for delivery or pick-up.
Plan order preparation and delivery to minimize the length
of time food is out of temperature control.

Quality Control
Single-service and single-use articles must be safe and
clean. This includes items such as carryout utensils, bags,
containers, or wrappers. Other ordinances may apply.

FOOD STORAGE
Place raw seafood, meat, and poultry in proper storage
containers. Store them below ready-to-eat foods in your
refrigerator.
Don’t peel or cut fruits and vegetables until you are ready
to use them.
Store food in dry places where moisture won’t diminish its
life. Most bacteria need air, water, and warm temperatures
to multiply.
Source: Keep Food Safe! Food Safety Basics
www.fsis.usda.gov
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Walk-In Cooler
Energy Efficiency
Control
When cold air escapes from the cooler, the equipment
uses more energy to compensate. There are some
standard things you can do to preserve energy.
Utilizing Smart controls on your walk-in has a huge
impact on energy efficiency.

What You Can Do
Organize your cooler
Have a plan of placement for all your food products in
your walk-in. Store food in proper containers and make
sure they are clearly marked and visible. Review the plan
for what will be needed for menu items being prepped.
When products can be easily found the time in and out
of the cooler will be decreased, keeping the cold air in
the cooler.

Utilize or upgrade to a walk-in with
Smart Technology
Watch the video for a closer look
at American Panel’s Intelligent
Controller Plus.

Technology that minimizes undue defrosts on freezers
is the most effective way to minimize energy usage and
operational costs. Instead of the heater coming on every
eight hours, it only comes on when needed. American
Panel incorporates this technology as a built-in standard
within their evaporators. It’s an intuitive defrost called
the Bohn QRC (Quick Response Controller) evaporator.
This technology uses transducers/temperature/pressure
continually twenty four hours a day to provide defrost
only when necessary and learns as it goes.
An Intelligent Controller allows operators to monitor the
quality and safety of the food inside their walk-in with
a variety of features and alarms, along with full HACCP
documentation for the walk-in cold rooms. Automatically
detect walk-in temperatures, adjusts settings, and sets
the high and low alarm points, along with the door
heater control. The controller features a digital thermometer, audio and visual temperature alarm, high and
low set points, door heater, 3-way light switch, door
monitor, dry contacts, USB HACCP interface, and
battery backup.
Taking the right steps and utilizing smart technology with
your walk-ins can save energy, minimize costs, protect
your valuable food products, provide data back-up,
maximize quality control, and allow you to do what you
do best.
Source: American Panel
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Sanitize Your Ice Machines
Scotsman strongly encourages increasing the
frequency of sanitizing ice machines in order to
potentially minimize the spread of COVID-19,
the Coronavirus. Ice Machine Sanitizer is used to
disinfect the ice machine and storage bin.
Although, it is recommended that you sanitize
your machine a minimum of every six months,
more frequent sanitation is recommended to
reduce the possibility of transmission of bacteria
and virus-related illness
The link to the right provides
you with ice machine
sanitizing guidelines and
recommendations as well as
step-by-step instructions.

Quad™

Simplistic, soft and versatile
square shapes-that is Quad!
and versatile square shapes-that is Quad! We introduced our Quad “square”
TheSimplistic,
Quadsoft“square”
coupe line
coupe line a number of years ago and it has grown in popularity each and every year.
wasTabletop
introduced
a
number
of years ago and it has grown
design boundaries are out the window-from steaks to pasta to mussels to
in sandwiches
popularity
eachAlso
and
every
year.
Tabletop
and desserts.
available
in Matte
Black and
Matte Grey. design
boundaries are out the window. Also available in Matte
MB
MG
Black and Matte Grey.

(419) 720.0285
www.itinow.com

300 Phillips Ave.
Toledo, OH 43612

TODAY’S SCHOOL SOLUTIONS
TVES/30SC

Unique triple stack in the height of most
double stack units in the industry. 3 individually
controlled cooking chambers. Exceptionally
powerful and efficient. Available in gas.

KLGS/27SC

Lowest stacking height in the industry.
3 year parts and labor warranty for
schools. Available in electric. Energy
Star approved!

ETP-10G

Twin generator 10 pan convection
steamer. Built-in water filter system.
Available in electric. Energy Star
approved!
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GCX-2-10

6 pan gas convection
steamer with 10 gallon
kettle on 48” cabinet base.
Available in electric.

Lunch Flexibility

Maximize Your
Lunch Line

Mike Galligan from Duke Manufacturing talks about
creative ways to serve lunch to happy students, with
increased efficiency and profits.
In today’s rapidly changing world, school foodservice
operators are facing more challenges than ever. Growing student populations, changing preferences, evolving
themes, aging equipment and the advent of meal delivery
services have forced designers and foodservice directors
to come up with creative ways to keep their student base
happy, while maintaining a profitable operation. This is why
flexibility is so important when choosing a counter layout.
Below are three critical initiatives to keep in mind.

Efficient Throughput – Even with all the best equipment,
not having a well thought out approach to the layout can
lead to bottlenecks. The specific needs of the individual operation will dictate the best approach. Lunch time allotment,
student population, menu selection and space must be
considered. Diverting traffic to areas, which take longer to
serve, like a ‘make-to-order station while funneling traffic to
more steady ‘grab-and-go’ stations, should be a guiding principle. Working with an expert in this field will help account
for your unique challenges and streamline your operations.

Future Proofing – Switchable temp wells are becoming

more commonplace in schools. When used in conjunction
with a modular cabinet, they allow for ultimate traffic and
menu flexibility in a limited space. Removable décor panels
enable you to change the color or update your theme. All
this can be done at a fraction of the cost of purchasing all
new equipment. Design for today, but plan for tomorrow.

The Ultimate
Prep Kitchen

ThermalRite Walk-In
Coolers & Freezers

Maximizing Space – We often think of square footage
when we hear this phrase. But we should think cubed footage. There is often a lot of empty space above the counter
that could be used. If you’re short on lateral space, think
about adding a tall dual temp merchandiser to enhance
your menu offering and reduce labor. Also, signage and
graphics can be used to direct students to the appropriate
stations without requiring them to wait in a longer line.
This also improves overall aesthetics in the cafeteria.

PrepRite
Vacuum
Sealers

ICS One-Piece Walk-In
Coolers & Freezers

PrepRite Blast
Chillers & Freezers

PrepRite
Sous Vide
Circulators

Contact us today for walk-in quotes, on-site PrepRite demos,
Construction Services, or ReFresh remodel installations.

Everidge.com | info@everidge.com | 888.227.1629
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Duke HotColdFreeze™
Operate any well in
Hot, Cold, or Freeze modes.
Mix and match for ULTIMATE menu flexibility.

dukemfg.com

Waterless, Ventless Steamers With
More Power, Efficiency and Speed

There’s no time like
lunchtime!

AMSO: 2200W - 3500W

RC: 1700W - 3000W

Full & Half-Sized Microwave Powered Steamers
Most powerful (fastest) in their class
Exclusive: Buy America Compliant
Full three-year warranty (RC/AMSO35)
Exclusive: SMART USB for easier menu updates
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866-426-2621

The best 24/7/365 Service & Support

Amana® is a trademark of Maytag Properties, LLC
or its related companies. Used with permission.
© 2019 ACP, Inc. Visit us: ACPsolutions.com
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FOODSERVICE SOLUTI

NS

Hatco® understands that high-performing equipment plays an important role in providing quality food and an
inviting atmosphere. Our equipment offers the capacity and efficiency you need with reliability you can trust.

Hatco Heated Merchandisers with LED Lighting for Hot Grab-and-Go Foods
The sleekly designed horizontal or slanted Heated LED Merchandisers safely hold hot
packaged food that will attract grab-and-go customers. Available in both single and dual
shelf models.
The patented Flav-R-Savor® Heated Air Curtain Cabinets have no front doors,
allowing customers easy access to fresh hot products. Heated air at the front
of the cabinet is forced downward, forming a “curtain” of heated air. The heated
air is then drawn toward the rear of the cabinet, warming each shelf gently
and evenly.

HXMS-36D
in standard
Designer Black

FS3HAC-2426 with
optional sign holder
(signs not included)

ACCOMMODATE ANY DAYPART WITH HATCO’S DROP-IN HOT/COLD WELLS AND BUILT-IN HOT/COLD SHELVES
HCWBI-3DA with accessory food
pans in Cold Mode

HCSBF-48-S (aluminum hardcoat)
in Hot Mode

HCWBI-3DA with accessory food
pans in Hot Mode

HCSBF-48-S (aluminum hardcoat)
in Cold Mode

Drop-In Hot/Cold Wells

Built-In Hot/Cold Flush Top Shelves

Whether it is breakfast in the morning or a salad bar at
lunch, this well incorporates the legendary Hatco quality
of both the hot and cold units into one.
• Simple controls for ease of use
• Adjustable set points to keep your food items at
optimum temperatures
• Similar to our Hatco CWB Refrigerated Well including
auto-defrost, easy serviceability, optimal insulation and
efficient condenser

Give your operation ultimate flexibility with Hatco's
innovative, patented Hot/Cold Built-In Shelves. In our
signature Aluminum Hardcoat, they easily transition
between a heated to cold and cold to heated shelf!
• Shelves change modes from hot to cold or vice versa
in as little as 30 minutes, allowing for a quick change
• All models match the GRSBF Heated Built-In Shelves
for a fully integrated look

Waffle Makers Available
for cooking waffles from batter/dough as
well as reheating pre-cooked waffles.

KWM09-1BR46

KWM18-2LG47
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KWMSL-2LG413

Student Food Allergies

Protecting Children
with a 504 Plan

Andrea Rivera, RN, BSN, works for Chicago Public Schools. She is
tasked with the responsibility of writing 504 safety plans for
students with food allergies. Andrea has been in the nursing
industry for 18 years. She has worked at a trauma hospital for 13
years and has worked with children for several years. Her passion
is protecting children from the dangers of food allergies and other
health issues while at school.

The following information includes standards used in typical
504 safety plans.
• 		Follow allergy policy, including staff training for allergies, use
of EpiPen and the dissemination of information regarding
food allergies.
• Classroom teacher is asked to include allergy information/
alert information in plans for a substitute teacher to ensure
precautions are followed in case of teacher absence.
• Student is to avoid his/her allergens.
• Identify students requiring the use of a peanut/tree nut free
table in the lunchroom.
• When classrooms are used for meals in schools or if foods
are used in a science experiment, foods containing student’s
allergen should be prohibited for the classroom.
• Parent should be notified of classroom parties or food
centered activities prior to its occurrence.
• Sharing or trading food at school is prohibited.
• Students should wash hands before meals and snacks to
prevent cross contamination.

Extracurricular Activities
• Parent is requested to inform coach/activity leader of allergy
condition each time child has a new activity
• Avoid the presence of food allergens during extracurricular
activities.
• Comply with School Board policies and procedures regarding life-threatening allergies when hosting all bake sales, or
similar events held on school grounds.

Field trips
• Parent is asked to note the student’s food allergy on all
field trip consent forms.
• Emergency medication to accompany student on field trip.
• Parent may attend the field trip as per clearance with
Volunteer Policy but is not required to do so for child to
attend field trip.
• If the parent does not attend, student is to remain in the
group of the designated staff (typically the teacher) who
has undergone food allergy and EpiPen administration
training and will carry emergency medication.

Ensure that current emergency medications, as listed in the
student’s Emergency Action Plan, are readily accessible to the
student.
Student should be accompanied by an adult at all times in case
of a suspected allergy reaction.
If food allergen ingested, but no symptoms, administer EpiPen
per current allergy plan on file.
For a mild reaction from a single body system, follow protocol
per emergency action plan and administer Benadryl as indicated
in plan. Call parent any time Benadryl is given.
If student experiences any severe reaction such as shortness of
breath, throat tightness, difficulty breathing, swollen tongue or
a combination of symptoms from different body parts,
administer EpiPen. CALL 911. Call parent.
PROTOCOL AFTER MEDICATION ADMINISTRATION PER
ALLERGY PLAN INCLUDES:
Note time EpiPen was given. Call 911 and inform of
EpiPen usage.
If any, follow additional medication recommended in plan.
Lay the student flat on back with legs raised and keep warm. If
vomiting occurs or there is difficulty breathing, they may sit up
or turn on the side.
A second dose may be given 5 minutes or more following the
first dose or if symptoms persists or reoccurs.
Alert the emergency contacts.
Transport to the ER even if symptoms resolve or if ER contacts
cannot be reached.
NEVER LEAVE A STUDENT ALONE WHO MAY BE HAVING AN
ALLERGIC REACTION.
School Administrators conduct an allergy drill at least yearly
on how they would respond in the absence of a nurse in the
building.
Provide a list of student allergies to lunchroom manager.
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Reduce hunger and waste with
a New Age Share Cart!

40%

of food is thrown out in America, yet 14 million
children go to bed and to school hungry.

Food waste in schools has increased due to the Federal School Lunch Program requiring
students to take a certain amount of food– Even if they don’t like it or aren’t hungry.

Comes with HACCP compliant
cold food pans.

• Students can leave unwanted, unopened food and drinks in the
Share Cart, where other students can help themselves.

Model #52861
Dimensions: 23 1/4” x 70” x 29 7/16”

Optional Cold Pan Shelf (#52918)

NewAgeIndustrial.com || Made in the USA.

WALK-IN REFRIGERATION & FREEZERS

RANGES, OVENS & SURFACE COOKING

Protecting Your Future | kolpak.com

Bring Your Passion to the Surface | garland.com
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SteamChef® 3 & 6 Boilerless Connectionless Steamers
PATENTED STEAMSAVER®
Energy and water saving technology
meets ENERGY STAR®
KLEANSHIELD® COOKING
Compartment design keeps clean, safe
from impurities and easy to maintain
HIGH CAPACITY BATCH COOKING
Fits six 2.5” full size steam table pans,
ideal for à la carte style cooking
Timeless Quality, Trusted for Life
info.clevelandrange.com/cleveland-k-12-school-promotion

6.20 easyTouch® with Disappearing Door
ADVANCED CLOSED SYSTEM+
Guarantees perfect steam, humidity and heat
transfer for five star results
RIGHT SIZE YOUR OPERATION
20 UL® Listed ventless models
18 ENERGY STAR® rated models
VARIOUS COOK METHODS
ConvoSmoke, BakePro, Crisp&Tasty®
and HumidityPro
Advancing Your Ambitions
info.convotherm.com/convotherm-school-promotion

1400/1600 Series Impinger Ovens
EXTRA LARGE CAPACITY
32” wide conveyor belt &
40” baking chamber
FLEXIBILITY
Reversible conveyor, 1400 double stackable
& 1600 triple stackable for added capacity
1600 Series

ADVANCED
Optional Ventless and
FastBake™ Technology

1400 Series

Consistency You Can Count On
www.lincolnfp.com
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KEEP PRODUCE FRESH LONGER

FILTER

The integrated filter naturally
regulates the flow of oxygen to
allow produce to remain fresh for
an extended period of time

DRAIN TRAY

The built in drain tray promotes
air flow while elevating produce
from any residual moisture,
preventing a soggy product
CLICK HERE FOR SAVINGS CALCULATOR
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© 2020 Rubbermaid Commercial Products LLC | 8900 NorthPointe Executive Drive, Huntersville, NC 28078

AIR TIGHT LID

The air tight lid is easy to open and
close helping to create the perfect
environment within the container

Food Waste
Addressing the
Challenge

ANTI-FATIGUE MATS
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Patrick Lyndon from Rubbermaid Commercial provided
the following information about the growing challenges
of food waste.

VIP

VI

P

Standard Hot
Water Nozzle Red
50' x 5/8" Hot
Water Hose

There are many foodservice operations that want to decrease their amount of wasted food for the financial gain
and social impact, but there are a variety of challenges that
limit their ability to reduce food waste including transportation constraints, insufficient refrigeration, onsite storage,
and food safety during collection.
However, here are a few examples of ways that operations
can and should minimize their food waste: tracking food
waste and taking control of inventory by ordering, inspecting
shipments, and storing products appropriately; use a “first
in, first out” inventory management system to ensure that
older foods are used first; start a composting program to
reuse food scraps for gardening or take them to a
composting facility; donate leftover food to organizations
that help find and make connections between foodservice
operations and food banks/shelters.
Another way to minimize food waste is through menu
simplification. Menu simplification can help reduce food
waste as it simply reduces the amount of inventory
operations have on hand and frees up more storage space.
An excellent example of menu simplification is Chick-Fil-A,
which does ~$2.9M per store with a limited menu. Food
waste is a growing problem in US and around the world, but
with awareness and proper food storage equipment, we can
all do our part in bringing an end to this issue.
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Food waste is a chronic problem in the US and is increasingly
on the radar of both businesses and consumers, and school
cafeterias are no exception. Approximately 22 billion pounds
of food are wasted per year in US restaurants1 and 4-10% of
food purchased by a restaurant is wasted, resulting in ~2% of
their budgets3.
Food waste generates a significant amount of the greenhouse gas methane when it’s buried in landfills2, but not so
when composted, but unfortunately, 94% of food waste in
restaurants goes to the landfills. Food waste has become so
problematic that 6 states have enacted organic waste and
mandatory recycling laws (CA, CT, MA, NY, RI, VT).

kJ

https://foodprint.org/issues/the-problem-of-food-waste/

Food Waste Reduction Agency, Food Waste Survey 2016, Page 28, http://www.
foodwastealliance.org/about-our-work/assessment/#restaurants
2

3
National Resources Defense Council Issue Paper, “Wasted: How America is
Losing up to 40% of its food from Farm to Fork to Landfill”, Dana Duners
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Fresh

A VOLLRATH® DIVISION

FUN MEETS FUNCTION.
F L AVO R M E E T S E F F I C I E N C Y.
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Experience the F231
with Flavor Burst®

Fast, fresh food prep with Globe Power Drive Units,
featuring a #12 hub for a variety of attachments!

Quality · Performance · Value
www.globefoodequip.com

*Flavor Burst is a registered trademark of Flavor Burst Co., L.L.P.

NEW!

Dairy Air-Screen
The revolutionary vertical
merchandiser that serves
up milk and so much more!
Accommodates milk crates
plus revenue-generating food
and beverages
Puts milk in easy reach of
your smallest students
Serves more people in less
time with interruption-free
restocking
Saves labor with
temperature-controlled
overnight storage
Pays for itself through
increased impulse purchases
Choose from a variety of refrigerated and heated
self-serve merchandisers to accommodate all your
foodservice needs!

LMDM4878SC
Shown with one additional shelf (optional)
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DESIGNED FOR STUDENT LIFE.

With flexibility as the key ingredient, Vollrath offers a full line
of versatile, durable serving solutions that can adapt to student
traffic and behavioral patterns while optimizing the cafeteria
space or satellite serving areas
VOLLRATHFOODSERVICE.COM/K12
17

HOLDING CABINETS

THAT HOLD UP
LIKE NO OTHER

©2020 Vulcan

Keep foods hot and delicious from cooking to serving
with the VBP15 cabinet. Durable stainless-steel
construction coupled with ergonomic digital controls

vulcanequipment.com/K-12

ensure you’ll enjoy the equipment for years to come.

800. 814. 2028
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DELUXE GRAB & GO CARTS
Changing The Way Breakfast Is Served
Cost Effective
Hot or Cold Application
Convenient and Mobile

Customize Your Cart to
Fit Your Needs & Budget
Cadco Grab & Go carts are the perfect
solution for merchandising, serving and
selling in a mobile kiosk setting.

@waringcommercial

Use Our Virtual Build-A-Cart At:

waringcommercialproducts.com

cadco-ltd.com

QR
Code

Innovation Redefined

TM

NEW! Quick Access Can Opening and Storage Station
Now, Edlund introduces an innovation breakthrough with our new Edvantage Can Opening
and Storage Station complete with built-in Stainless-Steel NSF can opener. For the first time, operators have
TM

immediate access to 16 self-feeding #10 cans from dispensers built on top of the table, right next to the opener,
eliminating the stress of having to bend over to reach for every can. Plus, the heavy-duty, all stainless table can
hold an additional 36 cans on the 500lb. capacity shelf below. Whether you choose the fixed leg version or the
mobile version with locking casters, this is the ultimate solution to most operators’ can opening requirements.
Every other can rack storage station is simply at a DIS-EDvantage!

180-VL
180-VL TALL

Model EDCS-11M shown with Locking Casters and S-11 NSF Can Opener

Model EDCS-2F shown with fixed Legs and SG-2 NSF light duty Can Opener

Features:
• Heavy-duty, all stainless-steel construction

• Removable can racks make cleaning easy

• Available with locking casters or fixed legs
• Choose S-11 NSF Can Opener or lighter-duty
NSF SG-2 Can Opener (included with table)
• Two, top mounted can racks hold 8 cans each
(16 cans total)

• Lower shelf stores up to six cases of additional cans
(36 cans)

EST 44 and 66 w/o booster
EST 44 and 66 w/ booster

180 S/C W/B
180T S/C W/B

12700 KNOTT STREET •GARDEN GROVE, CALIF. 92841
www.cmadishmachines.com

• Table comes with lifetime warranty
• Made in the USA
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THE 1, 2, 3’S
OF RMC
Our RMC Milk Coolers save
you time and money.

REDUCE COSTS
SAVE LABOR
OPTIMIZE YOUR SERVING LINE

RMC = ROI
Do the math with our online ROI calculator.
traulsen.com/roi-calculator
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